
Stats for Regional and State Diving 2015 and 2016

1. The old Region Four and Region Five are now to an athlete the same schools in Diving.

2. These are the only regions that had divers not considered for the twelve from their regions going

forward to state.

3. New Region Seven had eight girls not considered. The top score, not considered, was 275.10

New Region Eight had twenty girls not considered. The top score, not considered was 307.60

The 32nd entry in 2015 for girls was 290.35. The 40
th

entry in 2015 for girls was 259.05

4. New Region Seven had four boys not considered. The top score, not considered was 263.30

The 32nd entry in 2015 for boys was 286.40. The 40
th

entry in 2015 for boys was 261.60

5. All other regions, both new and old, had their athletes considered based on an eleven dive score.

6. Attached is a psych sheet of the top 16 from each region in 2015. It shows that 55 boys and 47

girls completed 11 dives in regions and would be eligible for the State meet.

Timeline assumptions

1. 90 minute warm-up period. The rules state that a diver my change his dives and the order of his

dives up until 60 minutes before the start of competition. Also the Diving referee needs 10

minutes to address the divers.

2. A dive takes 30 seconds in both warm up and competition.

3. The rules state that a diver must have a minimum of two dives in warm up. That’s 20 minutes

with forty entries and 17 minutes with 32 entries, using two boards.

4. Prelims would run 100 minutes (1 hour, 20 minutes) with 40 entries and 60 minutes (1 hour) with

32 entries

5. The Semi’s would run the same as last year, with 20 divers, 30 minutes.

6. The Finals would run the same as last year

7. There is a 10 minute break to cut and reorder for semi’s


